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• Prototype based on multinational 
consortia (EU-AIMS) & participatory focus 
groups

• Adapt the task parameters for 
smartphone & a wide range of ability

• Optimize the task’s sensitivity to WM 
dynamics with Monte Carlo methods

• Validate the task in observational & 
interventional trials in Autism

We present a novel test of working memory that is:• Create a sensitive & robust measure of 
working memory (WM) for diverse clinical 
trial populations

• Enable higher signal-to-noise via frequent 
& remote assessment on smartphones

• Ensure acceptability by autistic 
individuals for use in clinical trials

• Optimize detection power for individual 
differences & longitudinal effects
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Background

1. Rationale: remote, frequent assessments in clinical trials 2. Why focus on spatial working memory (SWM)?

3. Our Novel, Smartphone-Based Prototype: ”Find the Egg”

4. Reactions from the Autism Community to Our Prototype
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5. Purpose of The Agent-Based Simulations 6. Assumptions of the Model

8. Empirical Validation & Model Extensions to Neurophysiology

We need assessments that are:

• more sensitive to individual differences & interventions; 

• more appropriate for diverse cognitive ability;

• more scalable for global deployment (e.g., via smartphone)

• more well-characterized through rigorous validation & formal modeling

In designing such assessments for Autism, we encounter a design tradeoff 

between ecologically-valid manifestations of core symptoms & their tractability:

Here, we focus on an adaptive spatial working memory task that can be 

seen as lying close to the midpoint of the range. See Simillion et al ‘s 2019 

ISCTM poster for an example closer to the left side of the spectrum.

Real World Behaviors

Pro: Ecologically valid, 

clinically-relevant; 

Con: Intractably multifactorial, 

may require multiple people (burden)

Contrived In-Clinic/Laboratory Tasks

Pro: Interpretably quantifiable,

greater experimental control

Con: Artificial, oversimplified, 

incomplete coverage

Adaptive Spatial Working Memory
(this poster)

Treasure Hunt
(see Simillion et al, ISCTM/ECNP 2019)

Adaptive Emotion Recognition
(Chatham et al, INSAR 2019)

Forthcoming work 
(planned ISCTM/ECNP 2020)

Classical lab-based Emotion Recognition
(e.g., NEPSY)

Classical lab-based Working Memory
(CANTAB)

UK Focus Sessions USA Focus Sessions
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• Technology acceptance and feasibility

• Usability testing of app

• Age and IQ appropriateness

Challenges w/ daily 

living?
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ts Age Age More Less

18-45 N = 23 5-11 n = 7 n = 7

12-17 n = 6 n = 7

18-45 n = 5 n = 6

Format 1:2 Interview (Moderator : Caregiver, Patient)

Focus Group Finding Action Taken

Diverse cognitive ability – ceiling/floor 

effects at any given set-size
Adapt set-size “online”, during the task

Instructions not perfectly clear; some 

participants expressed confusion

Incorporate instruction/demonstration 

using a set-size of 4

85% of subjects attempting the test 

could complete it, and it was the most 

preferred test assessed

Test to be made optional, based on 

ability

Two focus groups w/ autistic individuals (& their caregivers as available) were 

conducted in Feb/March 2018.

• Participants find eggs 

by tapping on each chicken; 

must remember where eggs 

were – and were not – found:

• Each chicken lays only one 

egg – possibility to commit 

between-search errors

• Only one egg is laid at any 

one time – possibility to 

commit within-search errors

• Difficulty is doubly parametric:

• Set size can vary from 4-12 

locations

• Chickens vary in # of adjacent 

(& therefore potentially-

confusable) positions

WM could plausibly underlie 

meaningful challenges 

for autistic individuals

Neuropsychological tests of SWM

show robust effect sizes

in case/control comparisons

from McDougall et al, 2018 from Loth et al, INSAR 2018 & the AIMS2 Consortium

Before deploying the task in an empirical validation study, we sought to 

confirm how its design might impact its sensitivity. Specifically, we examined:

Termination rules
Do error types depend on 

whether the task terminates 

after 3, 5 or 7 errors are made?

Set-sizes
Does the number of 

chickens impact the relative 

pattern of errors?

Working memory capacity
Might the effect of termination rule & set-

size on error types itself depend on 

working memory capacity?

FAIL vs

To address the questions (left), we made a computational model capable of 

performing the task, under key assumptions:

• Subjects try to remember previously-searched locations, of 2 types: 

(1) Searched locations where an egg was found & 

(2) where not found

• If the memoranda exceed WMC, the oldest items are forgotten

• Crowding & strategic “inversion” effects do not play a major role

7. Model Results re Termination Rule, Set Size & WM Capacity

Results

The full task is currently deployed into multiple clinical trials:

• V1aduct: A Phase III study of balovaptan in adults with Autism

• oRBiting: An observational of repetitive and restricted behaviors and digital 

biomarkers in Autism Spectrum Disorder and typically-developing controls

Forthcoming: a deployment to the IMI2-funded Phase 2 study of arbaclofen 

in children & adolescents with Autism Spectrum Disorder (PI: Celso Arango). 

Finally, neural extensions to our model may be able to characterize spatial 

crowding effects as a function of excitatory-inhibitory balance:

This work-in-progress neural model shows the firing rate (higher rates in yellow) 

of a 35x35 excitatory point neuron array after a 3-location stimulus is presented. 

Forgetting (right side) arises through attractor decay. By modulating the 

excitatory and inhibitory conductances (extending Wimmer et al 2014) we aim to 

predict the spatial errors under GABA modulation (e.g., arbaclofen).

Time

• Optimized for smartphone-based remote deployment, 

• Suitable for cognitively-diverse individuals: as young as age 

7, or with intelligent quotients (IQ) below 70

• Efficient & sensitive in agent-based models, & amenable to 

neurophysiological modelling of excitatory/inhibitory balance

• Currently deployed into multiple Roche-sponsored trials, and 

soon to be deployed to an IMI-sponsored trial
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Agent’s WM Capacity

1. between-set errors strongly 

differentiate the agents according 

to their working memory capacity

Agent’s WM Capacity
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𝑝(𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡)𝑖 = −
𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖 − 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦1:𝑖

𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖 − 𝑾𝑴𝑪𝒂𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚

2. WM capacity can be expressed as 

a function of probability of trial-by-

trial searching, given trial history.

FAIL at…

Model Results Summary: regardless of the termination rule:

Therefore, to minimize patient burden, we deployed the task with a termination 

rule of 3 errors and an adaptive set-size, determined on a per-subject basis.


